
INDUSTRY: DEFENSE CONTRACTOR
REQUIREMENT: GOV'T CAPITAL EQUIPMENT TRACKING (COMPLIANCE)
WHY DO IT: LEGALLY REQUIRED (ANNUAL)

CURRENT SOLUTION PROVIDER: IN-HOUSE
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY: SPREADSHEET/ZOOMERANG
MAIN PROBLEM: SINGLE SME - SINGLE POINT OF FAILURE
SECONDARY PROBLEM: NO AUDIT TRAIL
TERTIARY PROBLEM: LOW RESPONSE RATE

WHAT WE PROVIDE
KEY FEATURE HIGHLIGHT: PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
FEATURE 2: AUTOMATED REMINDERS
FEATURE 3: FLEXIBLE PRICING
FEATURE 4: SPIN-OFF QUESTIONNAIRE
BENEFITS: RELIABLE AUTOMATED PROCESS, LOW COST, EASY TO USE

Case Study 2012 : 
Government Equipment Tracking



Thanks for your interest in our compliance process automation tools.

Often, in order to meet DoD statement of work (SOW) requirements, DEFENSE CONTRACTORS receive GOV’T FURNISHED EQUIPMENT and are 
authorized to make that equipment available to SUB-CONTRACTORS as needed; this equipment is kept and maintained at sub-contractor sites for 
long periods. In order to better manage its capital equipment inventory, DoD requires the contractor to have a system of internal controls to manage 
(control, use, preserve, protect, repair, and maintain) Government property in its possession. 

Although, our client manages in excess of $2B GOV’T FURNISHED EQUIPMENT at sub-contractor sites, government requirements do not 
necessitate a full-scale inventory management system. Therefore, the client maintained a MANUAL IN-HOUSE PROCESS of collecting information 
from sub-contractors using a combination of spreadsheets and online consumer survey tools (Zoomerang). With the retirement of the key person 
responsible for this program, the client sought alternative solutions, and also wished to reduce the single-point-of-failure risk posed by their reliance 
on one single in-house subject matter expert.

Intelleges PROFESSIONAL SERVICES recommended merging all of the manual, spreadsheet and Zoomerang services under a single, streamlined 
COMPLIANCE PROCESS AUTOMATION TOOL (CSSQ). DATA SEGMENTATION tools would allow for better reporting by program, e.g. F-15, F-18,
F-35, etc.; and, importantly, more than one person would have login access and responsibility could easily be divided based on specific program as 
well. 

DATA SEGMENTATION in conjunction with CHARTS, DASHBOARDS & ANALYTIC services could provide senior management with better insight I in 
term of TRACKING AND MONITORING the status of the inventory and any issues that were reported would be quickly visible with the QUESTION-
LEVEL AUTOMATED ALERT TOOLKIT. This increased the level of visibility of data, improved overall inventory management, and addressed the less 
obvious issue of lack of data TRANSPARENCY when all information is  maintained on spreadsheets on one person’s desktop computer.

The biggest obstacle to change was PRICING. The client expressed a concern that BUDGET CONSTRAINTS limited the number of choices, and any 
final decision, no matter how improved the overall process was, would be based mostly on budget limits. Intelleges FLEXIBLE PRICING, whereby 
clients only pay for the services they use based on USER LOGINS; Point-Of-Contact Count; and DURATION (90-days; 180-days; or annual license) 
provided the price flexibility needed that allowed the client to adopt this solution.

To find out more about how Intelleges can help with your GOV’T FURNISHED EQUIPMENT compliance please contact wendy.sharpe@intelleges.com.


